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Denise Laberge (0795)
Notes for the preparation of the energies
When the disciples lived the Passover and the crucifixion with Jesus and after that his
resurrection; they experienced a certain energy, a certain emotion.
You are confronted with your beliefs of 3D (beliefs in death and ending ...) and at the same time
with a new vision of Life: you see that he has risen, he is standing and alive. And, at the same
time ..., wait a minute: what is this about?
You are confronted with your old way of thinking and the new one that is imposed on you. It is
imposed on you because you cannot deny it: you have it in front of your eyes, you can even touch
it.
Sananda said to me earlier: "Put yourself in the energy of receiving the new, the incredible." Put
yourself in the energy that we will receive: we will perceive a new way of seeing, of living, of
thinking, of looking at oneself and feeling life. Put yourself in that energy, before I give you the
message.
Breathe that energy. Imagine yourself in front of the incredible, the Unlimited, the unfathomable
mystery of the mysteries of life. We will put ourselves in this energy and we will receive the
message. Ok?

The Angel of Preparation (0797)
I am here among you. I am Light, Peace, Harmony, I am the Angel of your Preparation. At this
moment. I spread my wings around you to form a great circle of harmonization and perfection.
Harmonize with the heart that you are together, that you all form together with your individual
hearts.
Imagine the most beautiful jewel you can conceive: the sparkling jewel of Immortality, Eternity.
And this jewel is your life! It's the most wonderful, the most extraordinary, the most beautiful,
the most perfect energy you can imagine. Imagine this jewel, this energy, this consciousness in
the center of your circle and imagine that each one of you is linked to this perfection, to this
energy.
Feel the energy that connects to your heart, to your subtle bodies. Feel that this energy envelops
you and touches all the energy/consciousnesses that are part of what you believe to be in this
dimension, in your dense body and your subtle bodies. You form a world, a universe. Well, this
universe is alive!
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Today, we invite the energies of Resurrection, Rebirth, openness to the Great Life. We invite
these energies to touch your inner universe; the universe of your dimension, the one you use, in
which you live right now. We are infusing this universe with the energy of the new Life! The
energy of the magic, of the Almighty, the Intelligence of Intelligences, the unfathomable energy
of the Great Life that is in you, around you; this Great Life in which you bathe.
Feel that this energy settles in you, that it touches this universe that you carry, in which you live,
evolve, grow; that it touches this universe and transforms it, repolarizes it towards the energy of
the Great Life, the energy of your rebirth, which you are from all eternity. Feel the work that is
happening through you, feel that energy growing inside you, coloring your inner world
differently. A new color takes root, a new vibration, a new frequency, a new life.
We now deposit the jewel of your new life, your True Life; the one you carry from all eternity,
the one you came to manifest in this dimension. You now become the bearer of your life, the
bearer of the unlimited, of all the possibilities, of abundance; you become the bearer of the Life
of Christ! Feel that energy inside you and, as you hear Sananda's words, stay aware that you carry
this energy and that it is this energy in you that receives the message. It is nourished by it, is
nurtured by it and this energy radiates, recognizing itself in its participation in the Great Plan in
this dimension.
Through his intermediary in you -his intermediary that you are-, you are the Great Life that
finally recognizes itself, in action in this dimension, in this universe that you use: these emotions,
these thoughts, these beliefs, these actions. Everything that you are, everything that you emit as
frequency every day, every night.
Thank you!
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